REPLACE EXISTING SIGNAL / TENSION WIRES WITH A BLACK MAST ARM AND POLE
MAINTAIN CURB CUT ACCESS
NEW STREET TREES (Typ)
INSTALL CATENARY RING LIGHTS LED COLOR CHANGING ON CABLES ABOVE PLAZA.
NEW PARALLEL PARKING FOR VISITOR PARKING FOR MEMORIAL AND STEEL BROOK OVERLOOK
NEW PARALLEL PARKING SPACES
INSTALL COLored/TEXTURED MID-BLOCK CROSSING WITH PEDESTRIAN CROSSING SIGNAL
EXPAND AND ENHANCE THE PARKING AREA AND ADD (3) CAR CHARGING STATIONS. ADD STREET TREES ALONG SIDEWALK TO PARTIALLY CONCEAL PARKED VEHICLES.
REPLANT EXISTING SLOPE WITH DROUGHT TOLERANT GROUND COVERS AND SMALL FLOWERING TREES
REPLANT EXISTING SLOPE WITH DROUGHT TOLERANT GROUND COVERS AND SMALL FLOWERING TREES
RECONFIGURED PARKING AREA. PROVIDE SIGNAGE AND PAINTED ARROWS FOR ONE-WAY IN/OUT VEHICULAR ACCESS
REPAVE AND STRIPE THE PARKING AREA AND ADD (3) CAR CHARGING STATIONS. ADD STREET TREES ALONG SIDEWALK TO PARTIALLY CONCEAL PARKED VEHICLES.
REPAVE DRIVEWAY ACCESS (18) CURBED BUMP-OUTS AND NEW PARALLEL PARKING SPACES PROVIDE DEFINED ACCESS FOR VISITORS FREQUENTING LOCAL SHOPS
REPAVE AND STRIPE THE PARKING AREA AND ADD (3) CAR CHARGING STATIONS. ADD STREET TREES ALONG SIDEWALK TO PARTIALLY CONCEAL PARKED VEHICLES.
REPLANT EXISTING SLOPE WITH DROUGHT TOLERANT GROUND COVERS AND SMALL FLOWERING TREES
NARROW CURB CUTS TO REDUCE CROSSING DISTANCE FOR PEDESTRIAN (Typ)
NEW PARALLEL PARKING SPACE ALONG EXISTING SHOPS
REPAVE DRiveway ACCESS
INSTALl CATENARY RING LIGHTS LED COLOR CHANGING ON CABLES ABOVE PLAZA.
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THE PIN SHOP
Buckingham Street
Bus Lane

Main Street / Route 73
Section - Proposed Concept

Perspective - Sky Bridge Gateway

Decorative Intersection - Install colored/textured crosswalks and intersection treatments.

Buckingham Street

Install colored/textured mid-block crossing with pedestrian crossing signal.

Oakville Main Street Corridor Improvement Study - Concept

Rain Gardens (1-3) along the corridor improve stormwater management.

Decorative intersection - install colored/textured crosswalks and intersection treatments.

Widen sidewalks and create new street planting areas.

Install colored/textured mid-block crossing with pedestrian crossing signal.

Widen sidewalks in front of store fronts, and provide outdoor seatings, tree planting, and pedestrian lighting.

Add colorful art murals to existing sky bridges as an opportunity for community place making.

Remove overhead signal wiring / cables and replace with black mast arm and pole.

Widen sidewalks in front of store fronts, and provide outdoor seatings, tree planting, and pedestrian lighting.

Add colorful art murals to existing sky bridges as an opportunity for community place making.

Rain Gardens (1-3) along the corridor improve stormwater management.

Widen sidewalks and create new street planting areas.
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